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The Wind Blew
The wind blew.
It took the umbrella from Mr. White and quickly turned it inside out.
It snatched the balloon from little Priscilla and swept it up to join the umbrella.
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And not content, it took a hat, and still not satisfied with that,
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it whirled a kite into the air and kept it spinning round up there.
It grabbed a shirt left out to dry and tossed it upward to the sky.
It plucked a hanky from a nose and up and up and up it rose.
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It lifted the wig from the judge's head and didn't drop it back.
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Instead it whirled the postman's letters up, as if it hadn't done enough.
It blew so hard it quickly stole a striped flag fluttering on a pole.
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It pulled the new scarves from the twins and tossed them to the other things.
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It sent the newspapers fluttering round, then tired of the things it found,
it mixed them up and threw them down
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and blew them away to sea.
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